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After hard - working days for the wedding, honeymoon would be ideal chance for the couple to
relax and spend time for each other. That's why, it is much better for you to choose quiet and
romantic places.

Day 1: Ha Noi - Da Lat (D)

AM: 10h30: At Noi Bai airport to do all procedures for the flight to Da Lat at 11h40

PM: Arrive Lien Khuong airport � Da Lat, the highland city of love and legend. The bus will pick
up you to the hotel, check in and have rest. Free time for dinner and walk aroundto enjoy the
taste of Cafe, Da Latclaret/ grape wine, admire the scenery of Xuan Huong lake when the night
comes. Overnight in Cam Do hotel or equivalent hotel.

Day 2: Da Lat 

AM: Breakfast in the hotel and then visit Prenn waterfall that is next to Da Lat - one of the most
beautiful natural landscape in Da Lat, Bao Dai villa, City flower garden.

PM: The time is leisure for visiting Thien Vien Truc Lam, Tuyen Lam lake. Overnight in the
hotel.
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Day 3: Da Lat - Phan Thiet

AM: After breakfast, check ot the hotel. 7h45, depart to Phan Thiet. on the way you will have
chance to admire the natural beauty of Ngoan Muc Pass. 

PM: 13h00, arrive Phan Thiet, check in the hotel. Have dinner and overnight in the hotel.

Day 4: Phan Thiet

AM: Take a bus trip to pay a visit to Mui Ne, Rom (Straw) island and then go to the beach for
swimming and taking part in water games on Rom island beach. Lunch.

PM: Visit Poshanu temple, Ong Hoang (King) floor/ storey. Dinner and overnight in the hotel.

Day 5: Phan Thiet - Da Lat

AM: Free time to go to the market to buy goods and souvenirs. 8h00 leave for Da Lat. Lunch
on the way.

PM: Come to Da Lat, check in the hotel and have rest.Dinner and overnight in the hotel in Da
Lat.
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Day 6: Da Lat - Ha Noi

After breakfast, check out the hotel. The bus will take you to the airport for the flight at 9h10
back to Hanoi. The end of the tour.

Joining group : $ 375 / pax

(Minimum : 2 people in one group)

The trip includes:

    -  Air ticket Ha Noi - Da Lat - Da Lat and airport fee 
    -  Hotel 3* in the centre 
    -  City tour in Da Lat (with guide) 
    -  Taxi to pick up in Da Lat and see off Phan Thiet 
    -  Wedding cake and flower for decorating the room 

Excludes:

    -  Meals dedicated in the itinerary 
    -  Entrance fees and small boat for visiting at spots 
    -  Single supplement 
    -  Drinks 
    -  Taxi to pick up and see off Noi Bai 
    -  Other expenses outside the tour
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Note: If book tour as the itinerary with meals extra $ 94 / pax
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